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• Many regulators oversee the US financial system – this is determined by 
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Bankruptcy

US Insolvency Regimes
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• FDIC, through FDI Act, has resolution 

authority for insured depository 
institutions and, under Dodd-Frank Act, 
has new resolution authority for 
covered financial companies, including 
broker-dealers and FCMs.
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• Under Sec. 5(b) of SIPA, the court appoints as trustee – and attorney – the persons nominated by SIPC. In 
Section 205(a) of Dodd-Frank Act, it is SIPC itself that acts as trustee. When FDIC is receiver for broker-
dealer under Dodd-Frank Act, FDIC has control over liquidation of assets or liabilities transferred to bridge 
financial company, and appoints SIPC as trustee of broker-dealer, with control over assets and liabilities that 
remain with broker-dealer. 

• In bankruptcy, court appoints trustee for insolvent FCM.  If FCM is covered financial company, FDIC is 
receiver for FCM under Dodd-Frank Act.

Under Dodd-Frank Title II:
Non-US B/D: Local Law
Non-US Fin Co.: Local Law

Under Sec. 5(b)of SIPA, 
the court appoints SIPC 
as trustee –attorney  
nominated by SIPC

US IDI: FDIC/FDIA
US B/D: SIPC/SIPA

US IDI: FDIC/FDIA
US Non-Insured Bank: 

State Banking Authority
US B/D: SIPC/SIPA
Non-US B/D: Local Law
US Fin Co.: Bankruptcy
Non-US Fin Co.: Local Law
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Treatment of QFCs by Type of Financial Company

US Financial Company Non-Systemic Systemic under Dodd Frank Act, Title II 

Receiver/Conservator/Trustee Law Stay? Receiver/Conservator Law Stay?

Financial Holding Company DIP/Court Appointed Trustee Bankruptcy N FDIC Dodd-Frank Title II 1 Day*

Hold Co. Sub not 
predominantly engaged in 
financial activities

DIP/Court Appointed Trustee Bankruptcy N DIP/Court Appointed Trustee 
Unless “covered sub”

Bankruptcy N

Broker/Dealer SIPC specifies the person who 
will serve as the Trustee and that 
person is then appointed by the 
U.S. District Court.

SIPA and chapters 1, 3, 5 
and subchap. III of chapter 
7 of Bankruptcy Code – but 
only to the extent 
consistent with SIPA

Yes –
securities 
collateral

FDIC w/ SIPC as Trustee Dodd-Frank Title II, 
sec. 205.b.4 imports 
Subpart III of 
Bankruptcy code

Yes –
securities 
collateral

Futures Commission 
Merchant

Court Appointed Trustee Bankruptcy N FDIC Dodd-Frank Title II 1 Day*

Insurance Company State Insurance Commissioner State Law State Law State Insurance 
Commissioner; FDIC has 
back-up authority

State Law State Law

Insured Depository Institution FDIC FDIA 1 Day FDIC FDIA 1 Day

Subsidiary of an IDI 
Regulated on a 
Consolidated Basis

DIP/Court Appointed Trustee Bankruptcy N FDIC Dodd-Frank Title II 1 Day*

Financial Company DIP/Court Appointed Trustee Bankruptcy N FDIC Dodd-Frank Title II 1 Day*

*Under Sec. 210(c)(8)(G) of Dodd-Frank, stay does not apply to payments to clearinghouses.
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Legal Foundations – Qualified Financial Contracts

The Bankruptcy Code, the FDIA (section 11(e)) and Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act (section 210(c)) contain 
safeguards for counterparties that have entered into certain financial contracts to protect counterparties 
from liquidity and market risks associated with insolvency proceedings.

Title IX of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (Bankruptcy Act of 2005) 
harmonized differences of specific financial contracts which benefit from these safeguards in the Bankruptcy 
Code and the FDIA. The Title II provisions are consistent with the FDI Act (with a small difference with 
respect to collateral posted to derivatives clearing organizations). 

FDIA and Title II define five specific types of financial contracts as qualified financial contracts (QFCs):

• Commodities Contracts;
• Forward Contracts;
• Swaps Agreements;
• Repurchase Agreements; and
• Securities Contracts.

Under the FDIA and Title II FDIC also may define other similar agreements as QFCs by rule or order.

Also includes the 
Master Agreement 
that governs any 
contracts in these 
five categories.
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Under the FDI Act and other U.S. insolvency statutes, a party to QFCs with the insolvent entity may 
exercise its contractual right to terminate QFCs and offset or net out any amounts due between the parties 
and apply any pledged collateral for payment

Under the Bankruptcy Code, this right is immediate upon initiation of bankruptcy proceedings, while under 
the FDI Act and Title II, counterparties cannot exercise this contractual right until after 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) 
on the business day following the appointment of the FDIC as receiver. 

After its appointment as receiver, the FDIC has three options in managing the institution’s QFC portfolio: 

1. Transfer the QFCs to another financial institution,
2. Repudiate the QFCs, or 
3. Retain the QFCs in the receivership.

The FDIC must use its best efforts to notify counterparties of the transfer of QFCs to another financial 
institution by 5 p.m. (Eastern Time) on the business day following the appointment of the FDIC as Receiver

QFC Options in an FDIA or Title II Receivership

Determination is made for 
each counterparty & 

affiliate group

Under a single-point of entry resolution, a key takeaway relative to QFC’s is that positions subject to US 
jurisdiction should remain open in an operating subsidiary.  There would be no insolvency trigger tied to the 
subsidiary, HoldCo insolvency cross-default triggers are mitigated via Title II section 210.c.16 of Dodd-Frank.
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Under Title II section 210(c)(16) the FDIC can enforce any agreement (including QFCs) with a subsidiary or 
affiliate of a covered financial company provided that the agreement is “linked to” or “supported by” the 
covered financial company

• “Linked to” includes any provision in the agreement allowing the counterparty to terminate, 
accelerate or liquidate the contract based solely on the financial condition or the insolvency of the 
covered financial company

• “Supported by” the covered financial company means guarantees or granting of collateral that 
supports the obligations

• Any support must be transferred by the receiver to a qualified transferee by 5:00p.m. the following 
business day, or the receiver must provide “adequate protection” as defined in the statute and 
FDIC rules

Under Title II section 210(c)(8)(G) the FDIC is obligated to use its best efforts to continue to  meet all 
margin, collateral and settlement obligations post collateral to central counterparties or DCOs.  If FDIC fails 
to satisfy any such obligation, the CCP or DCO may exercise, and shall not be stayed from exercising, all of 
its rights and remedies under its rules including liquidating positions or collateral and suspension of the 
covered financial company from membership.

Counterparties cannot terminate a QFC because of a transfer by the FDIC to another financial institution. 
DCO cannot terminate a QFC because the transferee is not a member.

Section 210(c)(16) – Enforceability of Agreements under Title II
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ABC Holdings Group, Inc. – Qualified Financial Contracts

The following slides present background material on the derivative 
booking practices and intra-group guarantees of a fictitious diversified 
financial institution.

The following slides present background material on the derivative 
booking practices and intra-group guarantees of a fictitious diversified 
financial institution.
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ABC Holdings – Booking Practices (Notional $billions)
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ABC Holdings – Booking Practices / Derivatives

ABC Holdings books derivative transactions with clients through a number of client-facing entities. The choice of entity 
depends upon a number of factors, including: 

 Client’s location
 Client’s preference (e.g. because of taxation treatment, customer protection rules, credit ratings or historical 

precedent)
 Regulatory and compliance constraints (e.g. legal requirements to transact with locally incorporated regulated entities 

or bank entities)
 Regulatory capital requirements
 Ability to re-hypothecate collateral
 Systems limitations

Market risk on both securities and derivative positions is centralized by product in a small number of risk-managing 
entities (some of which are also client-facing entities). The choice of entity depends primarily on regulatory constraints, 
including:

 The ability of the entity to trade the full range of products (including securities and physical commodities) that are 
necessary in order to risk-manage the complete portfolio of related exposures

 Regulatory capital requirements

Where necessary, derivative exposures are transferred from the client-facing entities to the risk-managing entities by 
means of automated “back-to-back” transactions:

 These are reflected in the books and records in the same manner as transactions with external third-parties
 They are priced on an arm’s length basis
 In most cases, they are collateralized daily on an arm’s length basis
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ABC Holdings – Derivative Assets (Ext./Int. Trades by Jurisdiction & Legal Entity)

(Asset market value - $millions)

US Jurisdiction – Internal/Risk Shifting Trades
US Jurisdiction – External/Customer Facing Trades

UK Jurisdiction – Internal/Risk Shifting Trades
UK Jurisdiction – External/Customer Facing Trades

Other Jurisdictions – Internal/Risk Shifting Trades
Other Jurisdictions – External/Customer Facing Trades

Resolution Concern
London & New York 
Branches book trades 
governed by both 

US & UK law

ABC Holdings
ABC Holdings ABC Bank NA (USA) Other Significant Entities Other & 

Consolidation

Separability concern
Internal trades shift 

risk to entities best suited 
to manage it 
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ABC Holdings – Intra-Group Guarantees

Guarantees of affiliates

As most of the firm’s trading entities do not have their own ratings or public standalone financials, they must rely on 
ABC Holdings Group’s credit to conduct business and trade with counterparties. As such, ABC Holdings Group 
regularly provides guarantees of payment for business done in certain 100%-owned consolidated subsidiaries. 

As of December 31, 2010, ABC Holdings Group has recorded over 22,000 guarantees of various types. More than 
50% of these guarantees cover Master Agreements.

Over 350 different firm legal entities benefit from a ABC Holdings Group guarantee. However, the following four 
entities account for over 75% of the intra-group guarantees outstanding:

• ABC Holdings International
• ABC Securities (USA) 
• ABC Holdings Capital Markets (now part of ABC Holdings Bank USA)
• ABC Holdings Financial Markets, L.P.

The guaranteed agreements have been executed with more than 14,000 counterparties. Standard guarantee terms 
include: 

• Unconditional guarantee of all payment obligations and liabilities
• Guarantee may be terminated with respect to new obligations (five days after counterparty receives written notice of 

termination from the guarantor)
• However, the guarantor may not assign its existing obligations under the guaranty without prior written consent of the 

counterparty except to a successor entity
• Governed by New York law
• No fixed termination date



QFC Recordkeeping Requirements

The following slides present background material on  certain QFC 
recordkeeping requirements.
The following slides present background material on  certain QFC 
recordkeeping requirements.
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Title II, section 210(c)(8)(H) provides for QFC recordkeeping to assist the FDIC in 
fulfilling its obligations with respect to QFCs. 

Part 371 governs QFC recordkeeping under the FDI Act and was adopted as a final rule 
in December, 2008.  Part 371 requires an insured depository institution in a troubled 
condition, upon written notification by the institution's appropriate federal banking 
agency or the FDIC, to produce immediately at the close of processing of the 
institution's business day for a period provided in that notification: 

1. electronic files for certain position level and counterparty level data; 

2. electronic or written lists of 

i. QFC counterparty and portfolio identifiers, 
ii. certain affiliates of the institution and the institution's 

counterparties to QFC transactions, 
iii. contact information and organizational charts for key personnel 

involved in QFC activities, and 
iv. contact information for vendors for such activities; and

3. copies of key agreements and related documents for each QFC. 

Recordkeeping Requirements - 12 CFR Part 371

Federal Register / Vol. 73, No. 246 /
Monday, December 22, 2008
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Gone Concern

Stages of Solvency

Business as Usual / Going Concern
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QFC Recordkeeping Data – Part 371

TABLE A1

POSITION
LEVEL

• Unique Transaction Reference
• Unique position identifier and CUSIP, if available
• Unique counterparty identifier

• Portfolio location identifier (to identify the headquarters or branch where the position is booked)

• Type of position (including the general nature of the reference asset or interest rate)
• Purpose of the position (if the purpose consists of hedging strategies, include the general category of the item(s) 
hedged)

• Termination date (date the position terminates or is expected to terminate, expire, mature, or when final performance 
is required)

• Next call, put, or cancellation date
• Next payment date

• Current market value of the position (as of the date of the file)
• Notional or principal amount of the position (this is the notional amount, where applicable)

• Documentation status of position

TABLE A2

COUNTERPARTY
LEVEL

• Unique counterparty identifier

• Current market value of all positions, as aggregated and, to the extent permitted under each applicable agreement, 
netted (as of the date of the file)

• Current market value of all collateral and the type of collateral, if any, that the institution has posted against all 
positions with each counterparty

• Current market value of all collateral and the type of collateral, if any, that the counterparty has posted against all 
positions.

• Institution’s collateral excess or deficiency with respect to all of the institution’s positions, as determined under each 
applicable agreement including thresholds and haircuts where applicable

• Counterparty’s collateral excess or deficiency with respect to all of the institution’s positions with each counterparty, as 
determined under each applicable agreement including thresholds and haircuts where applicable

• The institution’s collateral excess or deficiency with respect to all the positions, based on the aggregate market value of 
the positions (after netting to the extent permitted under each applicable agreement) and the aggregate market value 
of all collateral posted by the institution against the positions, in whole or in part 


